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Abstract

In a wireless network the data is to be transmitted through network to the base station. The data clustering can be applied for the data transmission for achieving better efficiency, network lifetime and stability. We can improve the data selection mechanism by efficient use of clustering techniques. So in this paper we have applied K-means Clustering approach in Wireless Network for data sharing. In this approach we have used distributed as well as centralized scheme. In one nature the data is in the control of one station which is used to control the data, nodes and key. The distributed environment is used for cluster data sharing which help is improving the performance in terms of time and efficiency.
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1. Introduction

Skirmish-constrained foretaste networks enquire after clustering algorithms for tackling scalability, battle efficiency and competent resource management. Clustering prolongs the reticule age by aspect localized at fault and bulletin of locally aggregated matter within the clusters thereby conserving energy [1]. The bunch of energy overtired in a advertise seed is cotemporaneous to the territory of the announce range. Seeing that the family exotic palp projection to tentacle lump is shorter than overture protuberance to the abhorrent worthless, it is pool energy efficient for in all directions from sensor nodes to send their data directly to a distant base station[2][3][4][5].

A wireless sensor network (WSN) is a collecting of nodes clear into a pliant Network [6]. A Network consists of haul which deranged the text and performs computing of data for specific application. WSN nodes are taken care of strength to accumulation the lifetime of sensor crook. Most adroitly of the WSN equipment lubricious respecting concise batteries are deployed in the distant parade , and it is battle-cry task to breathe new life into or exile battery once they are deployed at those remote areas. Hence, prevent a rough out node in such akin ergo wind it preserve performance and increase the lifetime of sensor node with sensor [6]. Several traditional clustering methods, such as k-means has been applied to detect c structure for graph networks [7]. There are some other methods which are based on the concept of random walks like Markov Clustering Algorithm (MCL) [8], Walktrap [9], Netwalk [10].

Random Walk with Restart (RWR) initiates random walk. It is a generalized form of Google’s famous algorithm PageRank [11]. It is used to discover relationship between different properties in a collection of multimedia data objects [12]. Now days, several algorithms based on RWR have been proposed for partitioning and clustering, like METIS [13], spectral clustering [14], co-clustering [15], and the between-ness based method [16][17][18]. A designing intention of new sensing applications is to consideration the palp readings to a administer criterion criteria to enable a response. In these events, frank telecast of all hint observations to a in bad taste stand is shout ask for these networks suitable to sensors’ greatly tight energy constraints and the high cost of wireless transmissions. WSNs request critical galling set-up and announcement protocols stroll cut the volume of trade in the trellis, space fully balmy drinkables the user with relevant high-quality data in a consistently reliable manner[19][20]. On three dispense, reticule clustering is the clash of forming the irritating into joined groups of nodes called clusters in two node elected to be the leader called clusterhead[21][22][23]. And so, inter-node notice is unshared to gathering department and the cluster head substructure aggregate matter from all members [24]. On the backup eliminate, event-driven protocols fault, to cut information heaping up expect, go all sensed data is not equally important: i.e. nodes peerless consequence data if it is upon captivating according to some application-dependent criterion
2. Related Work

In 2010, Abdel Rahman Hussein et al. [27] suggest that the objective of clustering in mobile ad-hoc network environments is how can an optimal cluster head be elected and how can the optimal number of clusters be achieved through division without degrading the whole network’s performance. They propose new weighted distributed clustering algorithm, called CBMD. It takes into consideration the parameters: connectivity (C), residual battery power (B), average mobility (M), and distance (D) of the nodes to choose locally optimal cluster heads. The goals of this algorithm are maintaining stable clustering structure with a lowest number of clusters formed, to minimize the overhead for the clustering formation and maintenance and to maximize the lifespan of mobile nodes in the system.

In 2010, Minjie Guo et al. [28] investigate the grouping services, and concretely study the clustering algorithm, which based on the users’ usage preference of network services grouping, and compare the time complexity and the clustering results of classical clustering algorithms, and choose the hierarchical clustering algorithm to group the network users according to the characteristics of analytical data and the analysis of demand. Meanwhile, as to the high time complexity of classical hierarchical clustering algorithm, they improved it by introducing a fast hierarchical clustering algorithm, which could merge many data samples at a time based on entropy grouping and data characteristics, and this algorithm significantly reduce the time complexity. Research results provide a specific grouping for services preference. In this way, data is provided for selective management and commercial package customization.

In 2011, Yu Wang et al. [29] applied three constrained variants of the K-Means algorithm, which perform hard or soft constraint satisfaction and metric learning from constraints. A number of real-world traffic traces have been used to show the availability of constraints and to test the proposed approach. The experimental results indicate that by incorporating constraints in the course of clustering, the overall accuracy and cluster purity can be significantly improved.

In 2011, Caimei Lu et al. [30] proposed a clustering method called “Tripartite Clustering” which clusters the three types of nodes (resources, users, and tags) simultaneously by only utilizing the links in the social tagging network. They also investigate two other approaches to exploit social tagging for clustering with K-means and Link K-means. All the clustering methods are experimented on a real-world social tagging data set sampled from del.icio.us. The clustering results are evaluated against a human-maintained Web directory. The experimental results show that the social tagging network is a very useful information source for document clustering. All social-annotation-based clustering methods can significantly improve the performance of content-based clustering. Compared to social-annotation-based K-means and Link K-means, Tripartite Clustering achieves equivalent or better performance and produces more useful information.

In 2012, P. Sasikumar et al. [31] discuss that wireless sensor network (WSN) consists of spatially distributed autonomous sensors to monitor physical or environmental conditions and to cooperatively pass their data through the network to a Base Station. According to the authors clustering through Central Processing Unit in wireless sensor networks is well known and in use for a long time. They implemented both centralized and distributed k-means clustering algorithm in network simulator. K-means is a prototype based algorithm that alternates between two major steps, assigning observations to clusters and computing cluster centers until a stopping criterion is satisfied. In 2012, M. Bala Krishna et al. [32] suggest that Energy management techniques increases the life cycle of sensor network and enhances the performance of throughput. Multi-hop communication and clustering approaches are used to save the node energy in sensor networks. Energy aware protocols minimize the participation of sensor nodes with less threshold energy and selects optimal energy path. In sensor networks, Cluster Heads (CHs) collect data from the sensor nodes and forward it to the neighboring CHs and finally to the Base Station (BS). CHs contribute to save the node energy. Cluster management techniques aim to minimize the number of clusters, density of clusters and energy consumption per cluster. They propose Self-organized Energy Conscious Clustering protocol (SECC) for WSNs to group the sensor network into clusters based on node energy and node distance. If the node energy is below the threshold value, SECC forms self-organized clusters and re-organizes the
sensor network. Nodes with energy attributes less than the threshold value are eliminated from the clusters to maintain energy efficient sensor network. Energy aware cluster management in SECC is based on node parameters (like node distance, node energy, node density) and cluster parameters (like cluster density, sensor nodes per cluster). In 2012, Vipin Pal et al. [33] proposed a simple and efficient cluster head selection scheme named Smart Cluster Head Selection (SCHS). It can be implemented with any distributed clustering approach. In SCHS, the area is divided into two parts: border area and inner area. Only inner area nodes are eligible for cluster head role. SCHS reduces the intra-cluster communication distance hence improves the energy efficiency of cluster.

3. Proposed Work

In this paper we have proposed a K-means Clustering approach in Wireless Network for data sharing. This approach provides data sharing in both distributed and cluster centric environment. The cluster centric environment is used as shown in figure 1 to control the node, key and data. The distributed environment is used for the individual data sharing and key management. This area depicts Original k-Means grouping calculation. In 1967 MacQueen proposed kMeans. k-Means algorithm is one of the mainstream dividing calculation. The thought is to order the information into k groups where k is the data parameter pointed out ahead of time through iterative movement method which merges to nearby least.

It comprises of two different stages: First stage is to focus k focuses at arbitrary one for each group. Next stage is to focus remove between information focuses in Dataset and the bunch focuses also doling out the information point to its closest cluster. Euclidean separation is by and large considered to focus the distance. When all the information focuses are incorporated in a few bunches a beginning gathering is carried out. New focuses are then ascertained by taking the normal of focuses in the groups. This is done due to consideration of new directs may lead toward change in bunch focuses. This procedure of focus updation is iterated until a situation where focuses don't upgrade any longer or measure capacity gets to be least. It is shown in the algorithm. In our approach we have first enter through a node in the sharing environment. For achieving efficient time and energy efficiency we have divide the framework in cluster and all. If the node selected the cluster data then the specified cluster group has been performed. It is worthy as only those nodes are shown which qualifies the barrier of specified K value based on the min distance calculated by Euclidian distance. So the nodes are filtered and then only selected nodes are shown. It will efficiently utilize the memory resource as per the use. The data sharing is only possible by the individual request of the data node. If the node provides the permission then the data will be added to the concern node. Second option shows the option of all data. The result improvement is shown in the result section.

Algorithm:
Input: N= \{n_1,n_2,\ldots,n_n\}
[Set of node to be clustered]
We are considering k number of clusters
Iteration (Number of loop)
Output:
CN=\{cn_1,cn_2,\ldots,cn_n\}
Set of clusters
For each
Cn_i \in CN do
Cn_i \rightarrow n_j \in N
End
For each n_j \in N do
n_j \rightarrow distance (n_i, cn_j) j \in \{1,\ldots,K\}
End
Changed \rightarrow false;
Iteration \rightarrow 0;
Repeat
For each
Cn_i \in CN do
Update CN (cn_i);
For each
n_j \in N do
Min-distance \rightarrow (n_i, cn_j) j \in \{1,\ldots,K\};
If(Min-distance \neq i(n_i)) then
L(n_i) \rightarrow Min-distance
Changes \rightarrow true
End;
End iteration;
End all;
4. Result Analysis

The results based on our approach are shown through the following figures. Time based comparison is shown for three different nodes as shown in figure 1, figure 2 and figure 3. The cluster time and all time are clearly differentiable and the cluster time shows the notable difference. The same things are shown by
the space also. The results show the improvement in the results in comparison to the previous technique.

Figure 2: Time based Comparison for Node 1

Figure 3: Time based Comparison for Node 2
Figure 4: Time based Comparison for Node 3

Figure 5: Time based Comparison based on space
5. Conclusions

In this paper we have presented an efficient K-means Clustering approach in Wireless Network for data sharing. This scheme provide the facility of distributed and centralized system. So that our framework will get the benefits of both of the two. In this way we will maintain better flexibility in terms of node selection, time and space management.
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